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۴૤ȷȪthe readiness is allȫȪ 5ྃ 2ાȫ͂ȶȪ̜͈ଲ͒ȫၫ̱̀ܦ̧̹͈͉̞̞̽̀̈́͜Ȫ̺̥



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































ণത̥ͣȄ֚ ๊૽͈ণതͬࠐ̀Ȅ̈́ ̴ͣ৪͈ণത̞̠͒͂ȄȶࠧශκΟσȷ̥ ȶͣ௖ࡽैဥκΟσȷ
ͅୌ؎໲ڠ̦་஗̳̭ͥ͂ͬఘࠏഎͅা̱̹௰࿂ͬ঵͈̾͂͜ၑٜ੄ြ̞̜̠̥̈́́ͧȃέρ
ͼ͈ಠ੥ȸ๡ບ͈ٜཎȹ23͉૰დഎȪmythicȫȄυζϋΞͻΛ·ȪromanticȫȄࣞηιΞͻΛ·Ȫhigh




























































































































































































































































































































































































































......the assumptions about both Shakespeare and politics which they share and in which they may even
collude, are far more important than their differences. While I can thus accept Bate's surprisingly
Burkean conclusion thatȦShakespeare is like the English Constitutionȧ, it is only because I do not regard
the English constitution as either limitlessly available for the representation of multiple viewpoints, or as
possessed of any immutable, stable, and unchanging authority. 45
ȁ଼̭͈̠͢ͅ໲ا̯̞ͦ̈́ם࣭࠻༹͜ȄΏͿͼ·Αάͺ͈ै৪͂ै຦௨͜Ȅࠨ̱̀ະཹ͈୉
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͈֚ࠁఠȷ̾ͤ͘ȶਇྙ͈࿚ఴȷ́γκ͈଻༄ͬ঵̾૽ș͈ٜ༶ߊ͈̠̈́͢ͺͼΘγਗ̞͂̽
̹ߗۼ̦୆ͦͥ͘ȃ̷̠̱̹੢ྦྷۜژ͉ȄȶΦȜήτΑȆ΂ήςȜΐȷ͞ȶ୨ໜȷ̞̹͂̽ف
Ⴇ࣐̈́൲͉͂ྫ۾߸͈̈́́Ȅडਞഎ͉ͅȄ̞ͩ͊ȶΰΞυ͈Ք͂೒̲ͥ૽ۼՔȷ̱͈͂̀γκ
̭̈́ͥ͂ͬͅȄષܱ͈ა໲͉া̱̞͈͉̞̥̀ͥ́̈́ȃ
ȁ̭̭֚́؊ུ͈ࣜა੆͉ਞͩͥȃ̱̥̱Ȅ઀ୌ͈ুடۜૂა͞ఆષ͈Ⴚ൮͂ࣗྤ͈๤ቐ́੆
͓ͣͦͥ൐ୌ͈ȶՔȷ͈̜༷͈ͤ࿚ఴ͉Ȅষࣜͅ਋̫ࠑ̦ͦͥ࿚ఴͬ܄̞ͭ́ͥȃ̷̞ͦ̾ͅ
͉̀ࣂͬ٨͛̀ა̲̹̞ȃ
